The C-Class

Coupé

Never stop improving.
The C-Class Coupé embodies a special attitude: it never rests on its laurels
and demonstrates innovative prowess time and again.

The C-Class in its
sportiest form.
The C-Class Coupé boasts a perfectly toned body. Its dynamic lines and clear-cut, muscular
surfaces are the essence of sporty coupé design. Powerful styling features such as the new
front bumper and the diamond radiator grille included as standard additionally lend a strong,
individual character.

Innovative power from
deep within.
Many of the control and display elements are completely new: the new steering wheel
with Touch Control buttons and, according to specification, the fully digital instruments and
larger displays, including a new infotainment generation, are state-of-the-art features that
make operating the car a highly individual affair. Depending on the precise specification, the
instruments can also feature the “Classic”, “Sporty” or “Progressive” display styles.

The C-Class Coupé
is raring to go.
EQ Boost firstly implies fast acceleration, and secondly silent coasting in
gliding mode with reduced fuel consumption. For this purpose, a petrol engine
is intelligently electrified by an integrated starter-alternator.

Individuality at its most alluring.
The C-Class Coupé is a true design icon that sets a high benchmark in its category.
Exclusive designo appointments available as an option can further refine and
customise looks and comfort. Impressive paint finishes and high-quality interior
aesthetics will thrill you.

Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive.
In the rush hour, during a long drive at night or on an unfamiliar route –
your C-Class noticeably takes the strain out of driving, particularly
in stressful situations. It’s all down to a concept that makes every
journey in a Mercedes-Benz a safer and exceptional experience:
Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. Because the time you spend behind
the wheel is your time. Time for relaxation. Time to replenish your
energy. So that, first and foremost, you reach your destination safely,
but are also more relaxed when you get there.

COMAND Online.
You can get to your destination quicker and stress-free with COMAND
Online, the premium navigation system which is perfectly integrated into
the cockpit featuring the Mercedes look and feel. Thanks to Live Traffic
Information and Car-to-X Communication, you can avoid traffic jams
and be made aware of possible hazards even earlier, for example.

Smartphone Integration.
Smartphone Integration merges the mobile phone with the infotainment
system via Apple CarPlayTM or Android Auto, giving you convenient
access to the most important apps on your smartphone. You can also
use apps from third-party providers such as Spotify quickly and easily.

Wireless charging system
for mobile devices.
Driving time becomes charging time – with just a simple hand movement
your smartphone can be fixed in place in the oddments tray where it
is charged wirelessly. Irrespective of the model and brand, compatible
smartphones are charged wirelessly.

Ambient lighting.

ENERGIZING comfort control.

Showcase the interior according to your personal preferences or current mood.
With a total of 64 colours, the ambient lighting gives you almost unlimited scope for
lighting schemes, and has the right colour available for any situation.

The ENERGIZING comfort control transforms your vehicle into an oasis of well-being
through the intelligent combination of comfort functions such as climate control, lighting
and fragrancing. Six perfectly compiled programmes can be activated easily to help
relieve stress or boost alertness on long journeys.

Parking package with reversing camera.

MULTIBEAM LED.

With this package you can master even tight parking spaces effortlessly. Convenient:
Active Parking Assist searches for a suitable parking space and then helps you to park
in it. Peace of mind is the motto for the reversing camera, as the good overview of the
rear end helps to avoid expensive body damage.

Perfect visibility for you: the adaptive MULTIBEAM LED headlamps with individually
controllable LEDs react to the traffic situation. Partial main beam omits other road users
without dazzling them. ULTRA RANGE Highbeam increases the range to the permitted
maximum. The cornering light and active light functions also optimally light up the field
of vision.

Standard equipment and appointments.

The AMG Line.

Thrilling design for genuine emotions: the exterior of the car in its standard guise is already
stunning, featuring as it does powerful styling elements such as the diamond radiator
grille with single louvre or the cutting-edge LED High Performance headlamps. The lowered
suspension offers the perfect balance between dynamism, comfort and safety. With its
design idiom and choice of materials, the high-quality interior already conveys a sporty
lifestyle in the standard specification. The integral-look seats are a particular highlight:
they offer a low, comfortable seating position and perfect lateral support – and thus pure
driving enjoyment.

The expressive bodystyling of the AMG Line lends the exterior of the C-Class a sporty,
exclusive touch. As such you can make a clear statement for powerful design. The
technical features additionally provide you with more tangible driving pleasure, as the
sports suspension tuned for agility and coupled with the Sports Direct-Steer system
ensures emphatically dynamic handling. The AMG Line interior lends your vehicle a more
visible and tangible sense of sportiness. With it, you make a bold statement and show
immediately what matters to you: an ambience that is dynamic and exclusive in every detail.

The Night package.

designo.

More character – expressive style. In combination with the AMG Line, the Night package
adds striking highlights in the form of exclusive black design features. These accentuate
the sporty character and athletic design idiom of your vehicle. Ideal for individualists who
appreciate an expressive design.

The designo range offers peerless, high-quality paint finishes. Your only problem is deciding
between the superb metallic paint finishes and bright paint finishes with high-quality
special-effect pigments. Our interiors philosophy focuses on maximum seating comfort
and elevated aesthetic appeal.

DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL.
One suspension – three possible set-ups: with DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL, you can choose between maximum agility
and high damping comfort. To match the route and personal driving style. The low suspension level and the Sports
Direct-Steer system create the ideal conditions for adopting a dynamic driving style. The DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL
suspension features continuously adjustable damping for both the front and rear axle. The continuously variable system
controls the damping characteristics in conjunction with engine, transmission and steering characteristics for each
wheel individually – to match the driving situation, vehicle speed and road surface condition. This variable configuration
gives you superb ride comfort and outstanding driving dynamics.

FURTHER HIGHLIGHTS
It’s possible to switch between a sporty and a comfortable
configuration at the simple touch of a button thanks to the
DYNAMIC SELECT switch in conjunction with one of the two
suspension systems available: DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL
or AIR BODY CONTROL.

4MATIC all-wheel drive.
4MATIC all-wheel drive improves traction and handling stability, especially in challenging road conditions.
A real safety advantage in wet, snow and icy conditions. And a reliable basis for sporty driving.

AIR BODY CONTROL
With its continuously adjustable damping control at each individual
wheel, AIR BODY CONTROL enables a particularly smooth ride.
As such, you can drive in outstanding comfort, protect your back
against avoidable stresses and arrive more relaxed at your
destination. In addition, the suspension automatically adjusts to
different vehicle loads.

No compromises.
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What unites
our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their passion for
top performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets a very special
attitude: the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order
to achieve new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because limits are imposed by
people, and it’s also people who can overcome them. It’s this attitude that enables
us to achieve outstanding performance for the race track – and for the road.
Welcome to the world of AMG.
www.mercedes-amg.com

Technical data.
C 200 4MATIC 205.378
L4
Gasoline
Displacement (cc)

1.497 cc

Rated output (kW [hp] at rpm)

135 [184]
5.800-6.100 kW [hp] at rpm

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s)

8,4 s

Top speed (km/h)

234 km/h

1

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)
Urban
Extra-urban

9,3-8,9 l/100 km
5,5-5,0 l/100 km

Combined

6,9-6,4 l/100 km

Combined CO2 emissions4 (g/km)

C-B

Emissions class /efficiency class6
5

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

1

Information about the rated output according to Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently valid version. 2 Available temporarily. 3 Electronically governed. 4 The stated figures were determined according to the prescribed
measurement method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Article 2 No. 1 Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information about the
official fuel consumption and the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen und den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH (www.dat.de).
The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures will vary according to the optional
equipment selected. 5 Information only valid within the European Union. May vary from country to country. 6 Determined on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into consideration the vehicle mass. Only valid
for Germany. *Weighted electrical consumption (kWh/100 km)/Electric range (km): XXXXXXXXX.
Further technical data may be found at
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All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Mercedes-Benz AG is one of the founding partners of the worldwide “Laureus Sport for Good
Foundation”, which was established in 2000. It is the Mercedes-Benz brand’s most important
social initiative. Laureus Sport for Good supports children and young people in need through
social sports projects, opening up new perspectives and imparting important values such as
team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids” is our mission statement
which we wish to share with you.
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